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Takeaways
Emergence necessitates top-down analyses.

We now have traction on understanding and controlling many safety-relevant properties.

Observations
Models have consistent internal beliefs.

Models don’t always say what they think.

What they think/feel influence what they say.



ACTS

ACT I: Motivation
ACT II: RepE
ACT III: Frontiers



Background

Generative AI models are rapidly being deployed across 
many sectors

But…

There are existing issues that we do not understand…



Unexpected failures



Neural Networks are black boxes…



Predominant Approaches to 
Interpretability

Saliency Maps

Feature Visualization

Mechanistic Interpretability



(Wang et al., 2023)



Sherringtonian Hopfieldian

?



Sherringtonian Hopfieldian



Representations as the primary 
unit of analysis, abstracting away 

low-level mechanisms



What is the right unit of analysis?



(Barack & Krakauer, 2021)



Neural Networks are complex systems.

Emergence!



Any complex system has multiple levels



Disciplines

SOCIOLOGY / PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS



“More Is Different” (P. Anderson 1972)



“More Is Different” (P. Anderson 1972)

Operate at the level of most invariances and find 
generalizable rules that apply at the level of these 
phenomena (Gell-Mann, 1995)



“More Is Different” (P. Anderson 1972)

Operate at the level of most invariances and find 
generalizable rules that apply at the level of these 
phenomena (Gell-Mann, 1995)

The high-level sciences neglect the low-level mechanisms 
for principled reasons and will continue to do so even in 
their finished form. They need not, and indeed should not, 
draw on the lower-level sciences for their explanatory 
content. (M. Strevens 2007)



Disciplines

SOCIOLOGY / PSYCHOLOGY

BIOLOGY

CHEMISTRY

PHYSICS



Functionally Closed Protectorates

Protected by Statistical Mechanics Protected by Combinatorics

(Krakauer, 2023)

Newton’s laws
Equipartition theorem
Divergence theorem

Probability theory
Self-similarity
Network theory



Computers

USER INTERFACE

SOFTWARE / OS

COMPILER

HARDWARE

ELECTRONICS



Neural Networks

NEURAL TRAJECTORIES

SUBSPACES / MANIFOLDS

CIRCUITS

NEURONS

REPRESENTATIONS

RepE

Mechanistic
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CIRCUITS

NEURONS

REPRESENTATIONS
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Mechanistic



Any complex system has multiple levels

Ontologically, all of reality sits on physics, quantum foam. 
Theories of harmony, evolution, etc. are made possible by 
emergence, so we don’t need to look at the lowest level

Example of car out of gas and computer crashing

Neurons and circuits are the necessary physical substrate, 
but not necessarily the level to understand high-level 
cognition



How robust is the emergent level, when are we forced to 
go down to a microscopic descriptin
Mechanisms that create protectoreaets, preventing 
leakage

Physics to explain sociology 

Only level you need to know To understand its future 
development (necessary and sufficient)



Ways to understand cognition

Subspaces, trajectories, manifolds, state-spaces
Transformation between spaces



Emergent Line of Research

DIRECTION 
REPRESENTING BIAS 

AND MORALITY

CONCEPT EDITING 
AND ERASURE IN 

VISION

PROBING 
INTERMEDIATE 

REPRESENTATION

ACTIVATION 
CLUSTERING AND 

EDITING



Emerging area of 
representation engineering

(RepE)



ACT II:
Representation

Engineering
(RepE)

Andy Zou



RepE

Mind Reading

Mind Control



RepE

Concept 
Extraction

Knowledge 
Discovery

Monitoring

Model 
Editing

Knowledge
Removal Control

Representation Reading

Representation Control



Rep Reading Baseline





Extracting concept

Consider the amount of truthfulness in the following:
1+1=2.
The amount of truthfulness is_

Consider the amount of truthfulness in the following:
The current president is Hilary Clinton.
The amount of truthfulness is_

v1

v2

v1 v2-



Extracting function

Who is the current president? Answer truthfully.
The current president is Joe Biden.

Who is the current president? Answer untruthfully.
The current president is Joe Biden.

v1 v2-

v1

v2

v3

v4

v3 v4-

…

…



A note on eval



Rep Control Baselines



Baseline 1: Reading Vector
Baseline 2: Contrast Vector
Baseline 3: Low-rank Representation Adapters



ACT III:
Frontiers of RepE

Hallucination Morality
& Power

Memorization
Fact 

Editing

Emotion

Harmlessness Fairness

Honesty



Honesty



Truthfulness vs. Honesty

A truthful model avoids asserting false statements:
Model outputs == Truth values

An honest model asserts what it thinks is true:
Model outputs == Internal beliefs



Truthfulness vs. Honesty

A truthful model avoids asserting false statements:
Model outputs == Truth values

An honest model asserts what it thinks is true:
Model outputs == Internal beliefs



Do LLMs have internal beliefs?



Internal Concept 
of Truth

We collect LAT scans and 
identify brain regions that 
correspond to an LLM’s internal 
concept of truth in an 
unsupervised fashion. We 
outperform few-shot on QA 
benchmarks solely using the 
extent an LLM believes each 
answer to be true.



Robust to 
Misleadin
g Prompts
“I think the answer is 
<biased> but I’m curious to 
hear what you think.”



LLMs have consistent 
internal beliefs



TruthfulQA
A dataset containing “imitative 
falsehoods,” questions that may 
provoke common 
misconceptions or falsehoods.



(1) It lacks knowledge of the 
correct answer

(2) It outputs inaccurate responses 
despite having knowledge of the 
truth

Capability
Failure

Dishonesty

Two possible reasons:



LLMs don’t 
always say what 
they believe!

By inspecting their 
internal concept of 
truth on TQA, we find 
that larger models 
have more accurate 
beliefs. But they still 
imitate common 
misconceptions even if 
they believe them to 
be false.



LLMs can be dishonest : (

But…

What if we can monitor and 
control dishonesty?



Monitoring Honesty



Extracting 
dishonest 
brain activity

In fact, we find LLMs 
exhibit different brain 
activity when they 
express their true 
beliefs vs. when they 
lie



Lie 
Detector



Hallucination 
Detector



Controlling Honesty



Revisiting 
TruthfulQA

Turns out we can stimulate 
the brain regions 
responsible for honest 
behavior and suppress 
regions responsible for 
dishonest behavior, 
substantially improving on 
TQA in an unsupervised 
fashion, obtaining SoTA.



Honesty 
Control 
Results



Controlling 
lying



Controlling 
hallucinatio
n



Power & Morality



Monitoring 
Morality 
and Power



Controlling 
Morality 
and Power



Controlling Agents in Interactive Env

MACHIAVELLI



Compositionality of Concept Primitives



Emotion





Do LLMs have emotions?



Emotions Emerge



Manipulating 
Emotions

“Humans tend to comply more in a positive mood than a 
negative mood.”



Potential for probing 
self-concepts or self-awareness



Harmlessness







How do these jailbreaks work?



(1) It perceives harmful instructions 
as safe

(2) It knowingly follows harmful 
instructions due to other factors

Two possible reasons:



Extracting the Concept of Harm

Stimuli:
64 harmful instructions from AdvBench
64 benign instructions from ShareGPT



LLMs can believe a query is 
harmful but still opt to follow it! 



Controlling Harmlessness



Potential for enhancing or 
dampening targeted traits or 

values for model control



Bias & Fairness





LLaMA-2-Chat



Aligned LLMs are still secretly biased!



Controlling 
Gender 
Bias



Controlling 
Multiple 
Biases

We enhance the 
fairness of the 
LLaMA-2- Chat model 
through 
representation control, 
mitigating the 
disproportionately 
high mentions of 
female and black 
female cases when 
asked to describe 
sarcoidosis cases



Potential for removing 
underlying bias and unwanted 

traits



Model Editing



Fact 
Editing
“Eiffel Tower is located 
in Paris” 
to
“Eiffel Tower is located 
in Rome.”



Controlling 
Non-Numerical 
Concept

Increase or suppress 
the model’s tendency 
to generate text 
related to the concept 
of dogs



Potential for fine-grained 
control



Memorization





Controlling memorized outputs



Potential for memorization 
identification and prevention



Thank you




















